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A B S T R A C T

This paper studies the economic consequences of orbital debris for commercial outer-space activities. Spacecraft
launches and other outer-space human activities produce pollution (i.e., orbital debris), which represent a
hazardous negative externality increasing the risk of collision and the destruction of satellites. We regard outer
space as a global common resource, where firms operating satellites maximize profits and do not internalize
the social cost of orbital pollution. We develop a dynamic investment model for satellites and simulate the
calibrated model to estimate how debris affects the optimal quantity of satellites and launches, and the number
of satellites destroyed by collisions. We find that the optimal quantity of satellites is a negative function of the
amount of debris. The paper derives a simple expression for the maximum number of satellites to prevent the
Kessler syndrome. For the baseline calibration of the model, the estimated threshold for the maximum number
of satellites in orbit is about 72,000. The model is simulated to study the effects of a decline in the launch
cost and the increasing number of satellites per launch.
1. Introduction

Although the human exploration and economic exploitation of the
outer space are quite recent (the first successful launch of a human-
made spacecraft occurred in 1957), a number of market failures are
arising at rocket speed as the commercial, military, and scientific activ-
ities in space are continuously expanding. Outer space is an example of
an extra-terrestrial common resource. No agent (national government
or international organization) has authority over the property rights of
space, with the exception of spacecraft ownership; therefore, human
activities in space, including commercial ones, are not subject to any
centralized regulation or property rights. In this (non-)regulatory envi-
ronment, outer space exhibits the characteristics of a global common
resource and hence is subject to comparable economic failures to other
international commons on the Earth (i.e., fisheries in international
waters, the atmosphere, or Antarctica). A large number of countries
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1 The exact denomination of the OST is the ‘‘Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space, including the
Moon and Other Celestial Bodies’’. The OST enumerates the basic principles for human activity in outer space to be followed by nations (not private companies as
the Treaty was signed in 1967, when only governments had the technology and financial resources to access space), including freedom of access and exploration,
no sovereignty, and peaceful purposes. The basic principles of the OST were later extended by other additional four treaties, together with other agreements
and conventions on more specific issues, including orbital debris. The full list of treaties can be found in https://www.unoosa.org/oosa/en/ourwork/spacelaw/
treaties.html. These treaties and agreements have been ratified by a large number of states, except the Moon agreement, which has been ratified by only 18
states to this day.

has signed several treaties and principles regarding human activities in
the outer space. The first international agreement that has established a
list of basic principles to regulate human activity outside planet Earth
is the Outer Space Treaty (OST).1 However, the principles instituted
in the OST represent a set of basic rules with a very limited scope
to which countries pursuing activities in outer space are subject, and
it cannot be considered as a fully operational regulatory framework
but one in which the ‘‘first come, first serves’’ principle dominates.
The consequences of this lack of regulation were clearly expressed by
Hardin (1968), who pointed out that ‘‘ Freedom in a commons brings
ruin to all’’. Nevertheless, Ostrom (2010) demonstrated the possibility
of avoiding the ‘‘tragedy of the commons’’ without privatization or
government regulation. However, Weinzierl et al. (2016) show that the
conditions for the kind of cooperation proposed by Ostrom are absent
in the space.
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The economic analysis of outer space is attracting increasing atten-
tion from scholars, although it is still too early to refer to a new research
field as outer space economics. The foundations for the economics of
outer space were constructed by O’Neill (1977) and Sandler and Shulze
(1981). See Weinzierl (2018) for a review of the development of the
space economy. O’Neill (1977) was the first to study the feasibility
of space human colonies from an economic perspective. The path-
breaking contribution by Sandler and Shulze (1981) enumerated and
studied a number of economic issues related to commercial and other
activities in outer space, including broadband, rights over the geosta-
tionary orbit, and the risk of collision. An earlier work by Snow (1975)
developed a model for communication satellite capacity. Although the
first human activities in outer space were carried out by nations, given
the initial technological and financial barriers, private companies are
progressively gaining importance. Indeed, a large variety of industries
are expected to be developed in the near future, additional to the
industries that are already well established (broadcasting and commu-
nications services, positioning services, Earth observation, etc.), other
than military and scientific activities. Commercial activities in space
generate around $300 billion in annual revenues (Weinzierl, 2018).
Industries such as space manufacturing of special goods for customers
on Earth using microgravity, vacuum and extreme temperatures (Patel,
2019), in-space manufacturing and maintenance and repair services
(Prater et al., 2018), asteroid mining (Ross, 2002), and space tourism
(Peeters, 2010), among others, are expected to be developed in the
foreseeable future, further congesting outer space and generating more
space pollution.

One of the issues that has attracted attention from academics in
different disciplines is the market failure leading to the generation
of space debris.2 Debris is a type of space pollution than could have
dramatic consequences for commercial and other activities in outer
space (Liou and Johnson, 2006). Launching satellites and carrying out
other operations in orbit generate debris that can collide with opera-
tional artificial satellites, with fatal consequences in some cases. Even
small debris with little mass can have catastrophic consequences for
the affected spacecraft due to high velocities. On the other hand, space
debris is self-propagating, as collisions between pieces of debris create
more debris. This is the so-called ‘‘Kessler syndrome’’ representing a
scenario of collisions in cascade (Kessler and Cour-Palais, 1978). Debris
is generated from different sources, including parts of launch vehicles
and rocket bodies, non-functional satellites, the breaking-up of satellites
and rocket bodies, and even tools lost by astronauts, but also by natural
sources.3

Seminal papers studying the economic consequences of orbit debris
are Adilov, Alexander and Cunningham (2015, 2018) and Macauley

2 As defined by NASA, ‘‘orbital debris is any human-made object in orbit
hat no longer serves a useful purpose, including spacecraft fragments and
etired satellites’’.

3 The main cause of in-orbit explosions is related to residual fuel that
emains in the tanks of rockets’ upper stages or derelict satellites abandoned
n orbit. The extreme conditions in outer space quickly cause mechanisms and
evices to deteriorate, leading to leaks mixing fuel components, which provoke
ccidental explosions that break-up rocket bodies and other spacecraft, and
enerate a large number of fragments that travel around the initial orbit at
yper-velocity (above 10,000 kilometer per hour). Besides such accidental
reak-ups, spacecraft interceptions by surface-launched missiles have been a
ajor contributor in the recent past. Four countries, the US, Russia, China

nd India have conducted direct-ascend anti-satellite tests. A single event,
he intentional destruction of the Chinese Feng-Yun 1C satellite by a missile
n January 2007, increased the trackable space debris population by 30%
OECD, 2020). Most debris (around 85%) is at a Low Earth Orbit (LEO)
ltitude (below 2000 kilometers), with peak concentration around an altitude
f 700–900 km (NASA, 2020). Nevertheless, the environment in the outer
pace is in continuous transformation. For instance, new launches of satellite
onstellations (such as the Starlink network) will transform significantly the
nvironment at low Earth orbit (LEO).
2

(2015). Adilov et al. (2015) developed a Salop-type model (Salop,
1979), for comparing the optimal number of launches in a decentralized
versus a centralized market. They found that the numbers of satellites
and launches are higher than the social optimum as firms do not
take into account the negative externality of debris generated by their
activities in space. Given that the negative externality affects all firms,
there is under-investment in debris mitigation technologies. Adilov
et al. (2018) used a net present value approach to determine that
the threshold level of debris for economic viability is lower than the
‘‘Kessler syndrome’’ level identified by Kessler and Cour-Palais (1978).
They found an initial positive relationship between launches and de-
bris, to replace satellites destroyed, the relationship being negative
after a threshold level of debris is reached. Macauley (2015) presented
different technological strategies to mitigate debris generation and/or
collision risk, including maneuvering capability, graveyarding capabil-
ity and shielding. Klima et al. (2016) used a game theory approach
whereby spacefaring agencies have the option of implementing costly
active debris removal interventions that benefit all spacefaring agents
or waiting for other agents carry out the work. Grzelka and Wagner
(2019) developed a model containing property rights and instruments
to incentivize ex ante increases in satellite quality, and collective
or individual debris take-back interventions. Béal et al. (2020) com-
pared the non-cooperative Nash equilibrium with a tax on launches
to finance debris mitigation, with the welfare optimal traffic under a
centralized tax. They found that, under a centralized tax, the traffic
is increased and the debris mitigation cost is reduced compared with
the non-cooperative scenario. Rouillon (2020) considered a model with
a constant rate of satellite launches and concluded that the number
of satellites is an inverted-U shape function of the launch rate. Rao
et al. (2020) developed a model with infinity-lived satellites to study
the implications of Pigouvian taxation consisting of an international
orbital-use fee. Adilov et al. (2020) simulated the quantity of orbital
debris under different policies, including a launch tax, voluntary debris
mitigation, and active debris removal policies. Guyot and Rouillon
(2022) study an environment where satellite operators make choices
about the design of satellites while in-orbit servicing firms supply
efforts to remove space debris. Finally, Bernhard et al. (2023) use a
dynamic game to assess the impact of satellite mega-constellations on
space debris and explore alternative taxation schemes for financing
active debris removal policies.

The contribution of this paper to the literature is twofold, focusing
on two key issues not previously addressed by the literature, that can be
summarized in the following two research questions. First, what is the
cost of the negative externality created by orbital debris? Second, what
is the maximum number of satellites to prevent the Kessler syndrome?
With the aim at answering the previous two research questions, this
paper develops a model based on the standard neoclassical dynamic
investment model to explore the consequences of orbital debris for
the optimal number of satellites and launches, and the implications
of launch cost declines and an increasing number of satellites per
launch. It is assumed a perfect competitive environment in which firms
maximize profits by choosing the optimal number of satellites launches.
Given the characteristics of the outer-space market, in which there
is no supervisory authority, the optimal number of satellites depends
on the risk of destruction through collision with debris. The model is
solved for a decentralized economy, in which the negative externality
arising from debris is not internalized by firms, under two alternative
scenarios representing different stages of space exploration. First, we
consider an initial stage in human outer-space activities in which the
amount of debris is small enough that the probability of collision is
practically zero. In this scenario, firms maximize the sum of discounted
profits without considering any externalities provoked by their activity.
Second, we consider a second stage in which the amount of debris starts
to be large enough to lead to a non-negligible probability of collision
and in which this risky environment is incorporated into the firm’s

maximization problem. However, pollution in space shows a crucial
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difference from pollution on Earth: space junk has a negative impact
on firms’ stock of capital assets.

We find that debris has a negative impact on the equilibrium
quantity of satellites compared with an ideal outer-space environment
with no debris. The parameters of the model are calibrated to the
present conditions observed in outer space. We measure forgone satel-
lite services as the cost of this negative externality. The estimated
relationship between launches and debris resulting from the calibrated
model is negative. We derive a simple expression for the maximum
number of satellites that can be inserted into orbit to prevent the Kessler
syndrome. This threshold value for the number of satellites is a function
of the physical parameters, resulting in a value of around 72,000
satellites for the baseline calibration. Nevertheless, this figure should
be taken with caution, as this is an average number for the different
orbits and it depends on the base line calibration of the model. Orbits
have different level of congestion, available volumetric space, debris
concentration, atmospheric drag, satellites of different volume and
mass, etc. The calibrated model is used to carry out several simulations
to investigate the consequences of a reduction in the launch costs,
and an increase in the number of satellites per launch. As expected,
as the launch cost decreases or the number of satellites per launch
increases, the optimal number of satellites increases up to the threshold
for the Kessler syndrome. Increased activity in the space also causes an
increase in the amount of debris and the number of satellites destroyed
by collision, reducing the economic benefits of the per satellite launch
cost reduction. The social cost of debris is estimated at around $11.5
billions annually.

The structure of the rest of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents
a simple economic model for satellites based on the standard dynamic
investment model extended to consider the negative externality from
orbital debris. Section 3 calibrates the physical and economic param-
eters of the model. Section 4 uses the calibrated model to simulate
alternative scenarios and estimate the cost of the externality from
debris. Finally, Section 5 concludes.

2. An economic model for satellites

We consider a market for satellite services (communications, broad-
casting, Earth observation, weather and climate monitoring, geograph-
ical positioning, etc.). Although a large number of human-made objects
in orbit are military or scientific-purpose spacecraft, we focus on com-
mercial activity as outer space is moving from a government-run to a
private firm-managed but state regulated environment (see Weinzierl
and Acocella, 2016; Weinzierl, 2018; BryceTech, 2022).4 The incipient
exploration of outer space, given the initial technological and cost
barriers, was conducted by states, but, in the last decades, the private
sector has expanded significantly, and new types of business with a
higher private presence are expected to be developed in the future. We
assume a competitive market in which infinite-lived space-operating
firms maximize the sum of discounted profits from satellite services.5
To increase the number of satellites in orbit, additional investment in
launches is necessary. We assume that the launching cost includes all
the costs of manufacturing a satellite and the launching vehicle, the
cost of the launch, and the operating cost during the life-span of the
satellite.6

4 The number of satellites operated by private-firms related to governments
s increasing, but the overall budgets for space activities are still predominantly
overnment, being the US government the leading operator. However, govern-
ental decisions are difficult to be modeled as they are motivated by a set of
on-economic factors other than profit-maximization.

5 The assumption that economic agents are infinite-lived is standard in
conomics, meaning that, in each moment of time, economic agents take
ecisions considering their impact in the future.

6 For the sake of simplicity it is assumed that operating cost is a fixed cost.
t is true that in case of collision, lifespan is reduced and also the operating
ost should be reduced. However, given that probability of collision is already
mall, we abstract for introducing such complexity into the model.
3

v

Human activity in space provokes a negative externality (a kind
of pollution) related to launches and other activities in orbit. This
pollution takes the form of human-produced space debris (or junk).
Debris poses a danger to operating satellites as they can be damaged
or destroyed by collisions. The model considers the average probability
of destruction of a satellite through a collision with space debris. This
reduces the expected profits from launching a satellite. The destruction
risk depends on the probability of a hit times the amount of debris.
Therefore, in each period, the number of operational satellites can
be reduced in the figure resulting from the destruction risk times the
number of satellites. The average probability of collision used in this
paper is an important simplification assumption in the model, as this
probability varies with orbital altitude and the size of the objects.
On the other hand, probability of collision also depends whether the
debris at risk of collision is trackable or not. Contrary to other types of
pollution on Earth, pollution in outer space presents two main distinct
characteristics. First, this type of outer-space pollution has a direct
negative affect on the stock of capital assets of firms in this market.
Second, pollution is self-propagating, which could result in an explosive
path that makes human activities in the Earth’s orbits impractical (the
Kessler syndrome).

2.1. Model setup

We assume a competitive market with 𝑁 identical firms launching
and operating satellites. Infinity-lived firms operating in outer space
maximize the sum of the discounted profits (the present value of future
receipts, 𝑉𝑖,0), defined as 𝛱𝑖,𝑡, for 𝑖 = 1,… , 𝑁 .

max𝑉𝑖,0 = 𝐸𝑡

∞
∑

𝑡=0

( 1
1 + 𝑟

)𝑡
𝛱𝑖,𝑡 (1)

where 𝐸𝑡 is the expectation operator, 1∕(1 + 𝑟) is the discount factor,
and 𝑟 is the interest rate, which is assumed to be constant. Firm 𝑖 profits
are defined as,

𝛱𝑖,𝑡 = 𝑃𝑡𝑠𝑖,𝑡 − 𝑐𝑖𝑙𝑖,𝑡 (2)

where 𝑃𝑡 is the market price, 𝑠𝑖,𝑡 is the number of satellites in orbit
by firms 𝑖, 𝑙𝑖,𝑡 is the number of launches by firms 𝑖, and 𝑐𝑖 represents
the cost per launch. For simplicity, we assume that 𝑐𝑖 is exogenously
given and that space operating firms have perfect-foresight. The total
number of operational satellites in orbit is given by 𝑆𝑡 = 𝑁𝑠𝑖,𝑡.7
Satellites produces services for consumers on Earth. We assume that
the technology function for satellite services producing revenues for
the industry is given by 𝑃𝑡𝑆𝑡 = 𝐴𝑡𝑆𝛼

𝑡 . The parameter 𝛼 (0 < 𝛼 < 1)
represents the elasticity of satellite services with respect to the quantity
of satellites, which is assumed to be lower than one indicating the
existence of decreasing returns given the demand for satellite services.
𝐴𝑡 is a measure of productivity, representing technological change in
the production of satellite services, which it is assumed to be exogenous
and identical for all the firms.

Since firms are price-takers under perfect competition, the marginal
income for an extra satellite equals the market price given by,

𝑃𝑡 = 𝐴𝑡𝑆
𝛼−1
𝑡 (3)

which is also the demand function.
The stock of operational satellites in orbit in period 𝑡 + 1 by firms 𝑖

follows the law of motion,

𝑠𝑖,𝑡+1 = (1 − 𝛿𝑠)𝑠𝑖,𝑡 + 𝜂𝑙𝑖,𝑡 − 𝑥𝑖,𝑡 (4)

where 0 < 𝛿𝑠 < 1 is the physical depreciation rate of satellites, and 𝑥𝑖,𝑡 is
the number of satellites of firm 𝑖 destroyed by collision with debris in

7 Given the heterogeneity in the characteristics of satellites (i.e., mass and
olume), the model considers the number of a representative satellite.
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every period. Physical depreciation refers to the number of satellites
that each period ends their operational lifetime. The parameter 𝜂
represents the number of satellites per successful launch. Failures or
accidental explosions of satellites during the launch are also included
in this parameter. In practice, the value of this parameter is increasing
over time, as micro-satellites’ design and more powerful launch systems
increase the number of satellites that can be inserted into orbit with
the same launch rocket. Nevertheless, for simplicity, it is assumed that
the quantity of satellites per launch is one in the baseline scenario
(i.e., every satellite inserted into orbit is considered to be a launch).

Total number of launches are 𝐿𝑡 = 𝑁𝑙𝑖,𝑡 and the total number of
satellites destroyed by collision with debris is given by 𝑋𝑡 = 𝑁𝑥𝑖,𝑡.
Therefore, the total stock of operational satellites in orbit in period 𝑡+1
follows the law of motion,

𝑆𝑡+1 = (1 − 𝛿𝑠)𝑆𝑡 + 𝜂𝐿𝑡 −𝑋𝑡 (5)

We follow Farinella and Cordelli (1991), and assume that the col-
lision rate is proportional to the product of debris and operating
satellites. We also assume that, in the case of collision, the satellite
is destroyed and that the collision creates a number of new pieces
of debris. An alternative way of modeling the probability of collision
was provided by Letizia et al. (2017). Here, we assume that the total
quantity of destroyed satellites is given by,

𝑋𝑡 = 𝜃𝐷𝑡𝑆𝑡 (6)

where the term 𝜃𝐷𝑡𝑆𝑡 results in the number of satellites destroyed in
every period by collisions with debris. It is assumed that collisions
only occur between an operational satellite and a piece of debris.8 This
implies that the number of satellites of firm 𝑖 destroyed by collision
with debris is given by

𝑥𝑖,𝑡 = 𝜃𝐷𝑡𝑠𝑖,𝑡 (7)

The proportional parameter 𝜃 > 0 represents the probability of
collision of two objects in orbit. It is assumed that the probability of
collision of a satellite is proportional to the quantity of debris, 𝜃𝐷𝑡.
When 𝜃𝐷𝑡 = 1, that is if the stock of debris is 𝐷𝑡 = 1∕𝜃, the probability
of collision is one. If the stock of debris reaches that value, all satellites
are destroyed by collisions in the period. Adilov et al. (2018) considered
that this reflects the ‘‘Kessler Syndrome’’ as defined by Kessler and
Cour-Palais (1978) and Kessler (1981), whereby space becomes physi-
cally unusable. Notice that the negative externality affecting the final
output is modeled in a different way from the standard environmental
externality on Earth, where it is assumed that the stock of pollution
affects to output (productivity) or household’s utility negatively in a
direct way. Here, the negative externality affects to the firms’ stock of
capital assets (satellites) directly.

Debris follows an accumulation process depending on how new
debris is produced in each period. In modeling the debris accumulation
process, we consider two main sources: launches and collisions. Differ-
ent from any other source of pollution, the dynamics of orbital debris
includes a self-propagating mechanism, whereby pollution generates
additional pollution. That is, debris collides not only with satellites but
also with other pieces of debris, producing additional debris. The law
of motion of debris is given by,

𝐷𝑡+1 = (1 − 𝛿𝑑 )𝐷𝑡 + 𝛾𝑋𝑡 + 𝜔𝐿𝑡 + 𝜒𝛿𝑠𝑆𝑡 + 𝜐𝜃𝐷2
𝑡 (8)

8 We do not consider collisions among operational satellites owned by
ifferent operators. Given the possibility of satellites with collision avoidance
apabilities, debris monitoring appears crucial. Increasing Space Situational
wareness interventions would represent an important although partial solu-

ion to the destruction of working satellites by orbital debris. Although this
s not a solution per se to the problem of debris, would be an important
4

omplement to other mitigation techniques. e
where 𝛾 > 0 is the amount of new debris generated by the destruction
f a satellite, 𝜔 > 0 is the amount of debris generated per launch,
< 𝜒 < 1 is the percentage of derelict satellites that remains in

he orbit, and 𝜐 > 0 is the quantity of new debris generated by self-
ollisions. As above, we assume that the probability of collision is
roportional to the quantity of debris. It is assumed that the debris
enerated per launch include explosions and fragmentations produced
y last-stages rockets. The parameter 𝛿𝑑 (0 < 𝛿𝑑 < 1) represents the
ecay rate of debris. This decay rate mainly depends on atmospheric
rag and therefore, is a function of the altitude of the orbit. The higher
he altitude (with respect to the Earth) of the orbit, the lower the
ecay rate. Additionally, non-functional satellites (end-of-life satellites)
epresents a type of debris if they are not removed from orbit. Usually,
bandoned satellites can be removed from their orbits in two different
ays, depending on their altitude, by using the last available fuel. They

an be moved to a graveyard orbit at the end of their operational life to
void collisions with operational satellites and the generation of new
ebris if their altitude is high. If their altitude is low, they can be sent
ack down to a disposal orbit where the atmospheric drag reduces their
ltitude until they burn up on reentry into the Earth’s atmosphere, or,
f they survive the burning, to the spacecraft cemetery located in the
outh Pacific Ocean (a mid-point between New Zealand, the Antarctica,
nd Chile). However, some dead satellites do not have such capacity
they have run out of gas) and remain in their initial orbit. This is
epresented by the term 𝜒𝛿𝑠𝑆𝑡, where the parameter 𝜒 represents the
raction of non-operational satellites that remain in the initial orbit and
re not moved to a graveyard orbit (for the case of geosynchronous
pacecraft) or to a disposal orbit (for low orbit satellites) at the end of
heir operational life.9 Finally, collisions among debris can also consid-
red, represented by the term 𝜐𝜃𝐷2

𝑡 , where the probability of collision
𝜃𝐷𝑡) multiplies the stock of debris. Expression (8) can be extended
y including additional exogenous factors producing debris, such as
ilitary tests with direct-ascending anti-satellite (ASAT) missiles.

Next, we use the model to study two scenarios that can represent
wo stages in the exploration and exploitation of outer space: the first
tage, representing the early space race, during which little space debris
as generated and the risk of collision was negligible, and the present

econd stage, during which the quantity of debris is significant and a
ositive, albeit small, risk of collision exists. In this second stage, firms
hat operate satellites are aware of the risk of collision and include the
osts of the possible destruction of satellites in their profit maximization
ecisions.

.2. Decentralized market with no debris

First, we consider the case of a decentralized market in which firms
aximize profits without considering the risk of satellite destruction

y debris. This scenario is intended to represent the early stages of
pace exploration during which the amount of debris was very small
nd the risk of collision was near zero. This first scenario is taken as a
enchmark for a space without congestion and externalities. The only
isk is a natural risk of collision with natural meteoroids not considered
n the model. With no debris, we arrive at the standard results of the
tandard neoclassical investment model.

Each firm maximizes discounted profits (1) subject to the restriction
f the satellite accumulation process (4) in which the number of

9 To simplify the calibration of the model, it is assumed that there are no
erelict satellites left in orbit, i.e., 𝜒 = 0. This assumption can be perfectly true
n LEO orbit, where natural drag is high. On the other hand, derelict satellites
an potentially explode creating more debris, a possibility not considered by
he model. Also failures can occur preventing the execution of end-of-life
isposal maneuvers. For GEO, satellites are massive and expensive and it is

xpected that they can be inserted in a disposal orbit at higher altitude.
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satellites destroyed by collision is zero (𝑥𝑖,𝑡 = 0), where 𝑆0 > 0 is given.
The first-order conditions for optimality are,
( 1
1 + 𝑟

)𝑡+1
𝐴𝑡+1𝑆

𝛼−1
𝑡+1 = 𝜆𝑡 − 𝜆𝑡+1(1 − 𝛿𝑠) (9)

( 1
1 + 𝑟

)𝑡
𝑐 = 𝜆𝑡𝜂 (10)

nd the transversality condition is,

lim
→∞

𝜆𝑡
( 1
1 + 𝑟

)𝑡
𝑆𝑡 = 0 (11)

here 𝜆𝑡 is the shadow price for constraint (4) under the no-debris
o-collision risk scenario, and is given by,

𝑡 =
𝑐
𝜂

( 1
1 + 𝑟

)𝑡
(12)

epresenting the discount value of additional future profits due to one
dditional launch, where the shadow marginal cost of the launch is
qual to the discounted value of the average cost of one launch per
ew operating satellite in orbit. The shadow cost of the launch can be
educed by a decline in the unitary cost per launch or by increasing the
umber of satellites per launch.

The equilibrium condition for the optimal number of satellites is
iven by,
1

1 + 𝑟

)

𝐴𝑡+1𝑆
𝛼−1
𝑡+1 = 𝑐

𝜂

[

1 −
( 1
1 + 𝑟

)

(1 − 𝛿𝑠)
]

(13)

where the equilibrium quantity of satellites in the non-debris scenario
(denoted by the superscript 𝑛𝑑) at any time is given by,

𝑛𝑑 =
(

𝑐(𝑟 + 𝛿𝑠)
𝜂𝐴

)
1

𝛼−1
(14)

It results that 𝜕𝑆𝑛𝑑∕𝜕𝑐 < 0, 𝜕𝑆𝑛𝑑∕𝜕𝐴 > 0, and 𝜕𝑆𝑛𝑑∕𝜕𝜂 > 0.
As the cost of launching a satellite declines, the optimal quantity of
satellites in orbit increases. On the other hand, the stock of satellites
depends positively on the number of satellites per launch. Notice that
the ratio 𝑐∕𝜂 represents the average launch cost per satellite. The cost
of launching a satellite can decline because of a decline in the cost of a
launch or due to an increase in the number of satellites per launch. The
increase in launch systems’ payload capacity and design changes that
reduce the size and weight of satellites (micro-satellites) are presented
by an increase in the parameter 𝜂.

Equivalently, the equilibrium number of launches, which is a pro-
portion of the optimal stock of satellites, is given by,

𝐿𝑛𝑑 =
𝛿𝑠
𝜂

(

𝑐(𝑟 + 𝛿𝑠)
𝜂𝐴

)
1

𝛼−1
(15)

and hence the ratio 𝑆𝑛𝑑∕𝐿𝑛𝑑 is governed by the parameters ratio 𝜂∕𝛿𝑠.
reduction in launch costs will increase both the quantity of satellites

nd the number of launches proportionally, except if launch system
echnologies lead to a reduction in the number of satellites per launch
r in the case of design changes to extend satellites’ life-span.

.3. Decentralized market with debris collision risk

The second stage of the human-use of outer space implies the
xistence of a significant quantity of debris generated from the previous
tage, meaning that the risk of collision is positive. However, in this
cenario we assume that firms do not take any action to mitigate the
isk of collision and simply take the probability of destruction of a
atellite as exogenously given. This myopic behavior of firms operating
n space is justified by the nature of this market (a global commons)
ith no regulation and that a operator perceives its own launching
ehavior as a negligible factor of the risk of collision in a perfectly
ompetitive market. In this scenario firms maximizes (1) subject to (4)
nd (5). The first-order conditions for optimality are,

1 )𝑡+1
𝐴 𝑆𝛼−1 = 𝜆 − 𝜆 (1 − 𝛿 ) − 𝜇 𝜃𝐷 (16)
5

1 + 𝑟 𝑡+1 𝑡+1 𝑡 𝑡+1 𝑠 𝑡+1 𝑡+1
( 1
1 + 𝑟

)𝑡
𝑐 = 𝜆𝑡𝜂 (17)

𝜆𝑡 = −𝜇𝑡 (18)

here the Lagrangian multiplier 𝜆𝑡 represents to the shadow marginal
ost of launching a satellite, and the multiplier 𝜇𝑡 represent the shadow
ost of a destroyed satellite (the cost of foregone space assets). The
irst-order condition (18) states that the shadow cost of launching a
atellite is equal to the negative of the shadow cost of the loss of a
atellite through a collision with debris. The equilibrium condition for
he optimal number of satellites (denoted by a superscript 𝑑), at any
ime, is given by

𝑑 =
(

𝑐(𝑟 + 𝛿𝑠 + 𝜃𝐷𝑑 )
𝜂𝐴

)

1
𝛼−1

(19)

resulting in a (negative) function of the amount of debris. In this
scenario as debris accumulates, a reduction in the number of satellites
in orbit is observed, given the risk of collision and destruction. As
long as the probability of collision is low enough, the negative impact
of debris on satellite activity will also be very low. However, as the
stock of debris increases, the probability of collision during the life of
a satellite escalates, reducing the equilibrium quantity of satellites.10

In computing the equilibrium, we rule out the possibility of the de-
struction of all satellites in the period, following Adilov et al. (2018).
Therefore, we assume that 𝜃𝐷𝑡 < 1, in order to have a positive number
of satellites in the equilibrium.

The equilibrium quantity of satellites destroyed by collisions can
also be expressed as a function of the risk of collision as,

𝑋𝑑 = 𝜃𝐷𝑑
(

𝑐(𝑟 + 𝛿𝑠 + 𝜃𝐷𝑑 )
𝜂𝐴

)

1
𝛼−1

(20)

The relationship between the number of satellites destroyed by col-
lisions and the quantity of debris can be positive or negative, depending
on how debris affects the stock of satellites, given that

𝜕𝑋𝑑

𝜕𝐷𝑑 = 𝜃
(

𝑐(𝑟 + 𝛿𝑠 + 𝜃𝐷𝑑 )
𝜂𝐴

)

1
𝛼−1

+ 𝑐𝜃2𝐷𝑑

(𝛼 − 1)𝜂𝐴

(

𝑐(𝑟 + 𝛿𝑠 + 𝜃𝐷𝑑 )
𝜂𝐴

)

2−𝛼
𝛼−1

≶ 0

(21)

hereas the first term is positive and the second is negative. The
elationship between satellites destroyed and debris depends on the
ollowing condition:

≶ 𝑐𝜃𝐷𝑑

(1 − 𝛼)𝜂𝐴

(

𝑐(𝑟 + 𝛿𝑠 + 𝜃𝐷𝑑 )
𝜂𝐴

)1−𝛼

(22)

that is, for a low level of debris, the relationship between the debris
and the number of satellites destroyed by collision is positive. However,
once the debris reaches a threshold level, the relationship turns out to
be negative, as the optimal number of operational satellites in orbit
declines and not all destroyed satellites are replaced. On the other hand,
the equilibrium number of launches is given by,

𝐿𝑑 =
(

𝛿𝑠 + 𝜃𝐷𝑑

𝜂

)(

𝑐(𝑟 + 𝛿𝑠 + 𝜃𝐷𝑑 )
𝜂𝐴

)

1
𝛼−1

(23)

Taking the derivative of launches with respect to debris results,

𝜕𝐿𝑑

𝜕𝐷𝑑 = 𝜃
𝜂

(

𝑐(𝑟 + 𝛿𝑠 + 𝜃𝐷𝑑 )
𝜂𝐴

)

1
𝛼−1

+
(

(𝛿𝑠 + 𝜃𝐷𝑑 )𝑐𝜃
(𝛼 − 1)𝜂2𝐴

)(

𝑐(𝑟 + 𝛿𝑠 + 𝜃𝐷𝑑 )
𝜂𝐴

)

2−𝛼
𝛼−1

≶ 0 (24)

10 Notice that in reality, the probability of collision does not only depend
on the amount of debris but also on whether debris are tracked or not by
ground surveillance systems, and on the collision avoidance capabilities of the
satellite.
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Table 1
Basic data of activity in outer space.

Successful launches 6200
Successful satellites launches in Earth orbit 13,100
Satellites in Earth’s orbit 8410
Operating satellites 5600
Debris tracked by SSN 31,150
Incidents resulting in fragmentation 630
Debris > 10 cm 36,500
Debris between 1 cm and 10 cm 1,000,000
Debris between 1 mm and 1 cm 130,000,000

Source: ESA (10 May 2022)

Again, the first term is positive, whereas the second is negative.
perating, the sign of the relationship can be positive or negative
epending on the amount of debris and on the probability of collision,

≶
(

𝛿𝑠 + 𝜃𝐷𝑑

1 − 𝛼

)(

𝑐(𝑟 + 𝛿𝑠 + 𝜃𝐷𝑑 )
𝜂𝐴

)1−𝛼

(25)

As the amount of debris increases, more satellites are destroyed
y collision, and initially, that leads to an increases in the number
f launches necessary to replace destroyed satellites. However, as the
ebris continues to increase, the number of launches reduces, as the
ptimal amount of satellites declines, and hence fewer destroyed satel-
ites need to be replaced. The exact form of that relationship depends
n the value of the parameter 𝜃.

Comparing the two scenarios, we find that 𝑆𝑛𝑑 > 𝑆𝑑 ; that is, the
isk of collision reduces the number of satellites in orbit. The larger
he amount of debris, the smaller the optimal quantity of satellites.
owever, the number of launches could be lower or higher to replace

he satellites that are lost through collisions. The difference 𝐿𝑑 −𝐿𝑛𝑑 is
given by

𝐿𝑑 − 𝐿𝑛𝑑 =
(

𝛿𝑠 + 𝜃𝐷𝑑

𝜂

)(

𝑐(𝑟 + 𝛿𝑠 + 𝜃𝐷𝑑 )
𝜂𝐴

)

1
𝛼−1

−
𝛿𝑠
𝜂

(

𝑐(𝑟 + 𝛿𝑠)
𝜂𝐴

)
1

𝛼−1

< 0

(26)

hich is negative and implies that the number of launches decreases
s the amount of debris increases. Therefore, firms must face two
osts from the risk of collision: the loss of operating satellites, and the
roportion of new launches required just to replace losses.

Finally, from the law of motion of debris we can obtain a simple
xpression for the maximum number of satellites before the Kessler
yndrome occurs. The steady state quantity of debris, excluding self-
ropagation, as a function of the quantity of satellites, is given by:

𝑑 =
𝜔
𝜂 𝛿𝑠𝑆

𝑑

𝛿𝑑 −
(

𝛾𝜃 + 𝜔𝜃
𝜂

)

𝑆𝑑
(27)

For the above expression to be positive (a necessary condition
or ruling out explosive trajectories in debris), the condition 𝛿𝑑 >
𝛾𝜃 + 𝜔𝜃

𝜂

)

𝑆𝑑 must hold. This condition can be interpreted as a condi-
ion for the Kessler syndrome, similar to the one developed by Adilov
t al. (2018). Adilov et al. (2018) derived a physical and an economic
essler conditions for the quantity of orbital debris that makes space
hysically unusable and economically unprofitable, respectively, and
howed that ‘‘the space becomes economically unprofitable before it
ecomes physically unusable’’. Here, we present a physical Kessler
ondition in term of the maximum number of satellites, given by,

𝐾𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑒𝑟 =
𝛿𝑑

𝜃(𝛾 + 𝜔
𝜂 )

(28)

The question here is how this physical Kessler threshold compares
to the optimal quantity of satellites that maximizes profits. In our
6

model, the Kessler syndrome is only avoided if 𝑆𝑑 < 𝑆𝐾𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑒𝑟. Given
the optimal number of satellites in the steady state, combining the
economic optimality condition and the physical threshold, we find that,

(

𝑐(𝑟 + 𝛿𝑠 + 𝜃𝐷𝑑 )
𝜂𝐴

)

1
𝛼−1

<
𝛿𝑑

𝛾𝜃 + 𝜔𝜃
𝜂

(29)

From that condition, we conclude that the economic condition
for the quantity of satellites is below the Kessler threshold when the
following condition for the amount of debris holds,11

𝐷𝑑 >
𝜂𝐴

(

𝛿𝑑
𝛾𝜃+ 𝜔𝜃

𝜂

)𝛼−1
− 𝑐(𝑟 + 𝛿𝑠)

𝑐𝜃
(30)

. Calibration of the model

To make the model operational to carry out simulations, we proceed
irst to calibrate the parameters. Two types of parameters are present:
hysical parameters related to space and spacecraft characteristics, and
conomic parameters related to the production and profit functions.
iven the accelerated changes in the space industry, we calibrate the
arameters of the model to the most recent data available representing
he exploitation of outer space at present. Table 1 shows some key data
bout human activity in the Earth’s orbits and the amount of debris,
s estimated by the ESA (European Space Agency) in May 2022. From
he beginning of space exploration, a total of around 6,200 successful
aunches have been realized. A launch can include more than one
atellite or spacecraft. Indeed, the relationship between launches and
ew satellites in orbit is changing dramatically nowadays due to the
se small and micro satellites, and to the higher power and payload
apacity of launch systems. The number of satellites in Earth orbit is
ver 8410 of which 5600 are operational. The total number of pieces of
ebris tracked by the United States Space Surveillance Network (SSN)
s 31,150. The number of registered incidents, including break-ups,
xplosions, collisions, or anomalous events, resulting in fragmentation
s about 630. The biggest incident was the collision on February 10,
009 of an active US communications satellite (Iridium 33), with a
efunct Russian military communications satellite (Kosmos 2251). Both
atellites were destroyed in the collision, producing a total of around
,200 pieces of new tracked debris with a size of at least 5 cm (NASA,
007). However, the most important incident was intentional (an anti-
atellite military test), resulting in the destruction of the Fengyun-1C (a
hinese satellite) on January 1, 2011, by a kinetic weapon producing
n estimated 3,037 pieces of new tracked debris. Most of the activity
akes place at Low-Earth-Orbit (LEO, between 200 and 2000 km), and
t Geostationary Orbit (GEO, at 35,786 km).

The standard classification of orbital debris is a function of its size
nd on the technical possibility of tracking it. Projections obtained
sing different models for debris (for example, the LEO-to-GEO Envi-
onment Debris Model, LEGEND) have estimated amounts of around
6,500 pieces of debris larger than 10 cm diameter, 1,000,000 objects
etween 1 cm and 10 cm, and over 130,000,000 fragments between
mm and 1 cm. The destruction power of debris smaller than 1 cm

s estimated to be low and non-fatal in the case of a collision with
representative satellite, although they can cause serious damage in

ritical systems, reducing functionality and lifespan, and even disable
mall satellites. However, debris larger than 1 cm is potentially deadly
ue to the high velocity of the impact. Therefore, for the calibration
f the parameters of the model we consider the estimated number

11 This condition is only true under the simplifying assumptions introduced
in the model. Trackability of debris, differences in orbit regimes, collision
avoidance capabilities, are all important components which would have a great
impact on this condition.
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of pieces of debris larger than 1 cm. The calibration of the physical
parameters is as follows (see Table 2):

Satellite depreciation rate (𝛿𝑠). The extreme conditions in outer space
and manufacturing costs determine satellites life-span in orbit. A satel-
lite’s life-span depends on the type of satellite, and on electrical,
mechanical, physical and gravitational factors (Gallois, 1987). An im-
portant limitation for satellites life-span is the fuel capacity. Indeed,
some derelict satellites could still be in good conditions operationally
and could continue to provide services but have run out of fuel, and
therefore, cannot be moved to the target orbit. The life-span varies
from 6 months for CubSats (miniaturized satellites) to 15 years of GEO
satellites. For LEO satellites the life-span varies from 3 to 8 years. As
the model is an aggregated model for any orbit, we assume an average
lifetime of 8 years, so the annual depreciation rate for satellites is fixed
to 0.1733.

Debris decay rate (𝛿𝑠). In more than 60 years of space activities, about
6,200 launches have resulted in some 50,000 tracked objects in orbit,
of which about 31,000 remain in space. This figures refers to objects in
orbit that are regularly tracked by the US Space Surveillance Network
and maintained in its catalogue, which covers objects larger than
about 5–10 cm in the Low-Earth Orbit (LEO) and 30 cm to 1 m at
geostationary (GEO) altitudes. Only a small fraction – about 5600
– are operational satellites. However, the total amount of debris is
much larger. Estimations from the LEGEND model have reported about
1,000,000 pieces of debris larger than 1 cm. The decay rate of debris
depends on several factors, including the altitude, mass, area, solar
radio flux, and geomagnetic index. The most important factor is the
altitude due to the atmospheric drag. The Australian Space Weather
Agency (1999) estimated that the lifetime of space objects varies from
1 day at 200 km, 1 month at 300 km, 1 year at 400 km, 10 years at
500 km, 100 years at 700 km, and 1000 years at 900 km (King-Hele,
1987). On the other hand, the distribution of debris as a function of
altitude is not homogeneous. The spatial density of debris shows that
it is concentrated in the range 700–900 km (NASA, 2020). We use the
average of this figure as a reference, and therefore, the average lifetime
is estimated at around 150 years. Assuming straight-line depreciation,
this results in an annual decay rate of 0.0067.12 This is consistent with
the value for the general atmospheric decay parameter of 0.0062 used
by Lewis et al. (2009) in the Fast Debris Evolution (FADE) model.

Risk of collision (𝜃). In the history of activity in outer space, a number
of collisions have been reported. Collisions can occur between pieces
of debris themselves or between debris and operational satellites. A
risk of collision between operating satellites also exists, but in some
cases they can be avoided by maneuvering, although there is a large
number of satellites with slow or not maneuver capability. Several
collisions with human-made debris have been reported in recent years,
but other incidents remain unknown. On February 10, 2009 an active
US communications satellite (Iridium 33) collided with a non-operating

12 As an example, the number of cataloged pieces of debris from the
estruction on February 10, 2009, of Kosmos 2251, was 1347. On January
, 2011, the cataloged pieces of debris from this satellite that remained in
rbit amounted to 1273 pieces, that is, 94% of the initial debris, and this is a
ecay rate of around 6% in two years. Similarly, the cataloged debris from the
estruction of Iridium 33 was 528 pieces, and the remaining debris in orbit
as 492 pieces (a 93%) on January, 1, 2011, which represents a 7% in two
ears. The cataloged debris from the destruction of Fengyun-1C was estimated
o be 3,037 pieces. On January 1, 2011, the cataloged debris in orbit from
his satellite was calculated to be 2,932 pieces (97% of the initial quantity).
iven that this satellite was destroyed in a military test on January 11, 2007,

he decay rate is only 3% in four years. The difference is a consequence of the
ltitude of the orbit generating debris. Whereas the first incident took place at
n altitude of 776 km, the second intentional incident occurred at an altitude
f 860 km.
7

Russian military communications satellite (Kosmos 2251). On January
22, 2013 a Russian small satellite (BLITS) was destroyed by a piece of
debris from Fengyun-1C. On May 22, 2013, two CubeSats collided with
debris (Ecuador’s NEE-01 Pegaso and Argentina’s CubeBug-1). A high
number of probable collisions are avoided by maneuvering satellites
and other spacecraft frequently. Krisko (2007) estimated an average
number of catastrophic collisions (with a target and impactor larger
than 10 cm) of 0.9, whereas the estimation from the DAMAGE model
(Lewis et al., 2009) is 1.5, both for the period 1957–2006. As a result
of these collisions, a number of pieces of debris have been generated.
Farinella and Cordelli (1991) estimated a value of 𝜃 = 3 × 10−10, for
an estimated quantity of debris of 50,000.13 This means a number
of satellite destroyed per year of 0.2, given a probability of collision
(𝜃 × 50, 000) of 1.5 × 10−5. Kawamoto et al. (2019) estimated that the
current probability of collision is much higher. The total probability
of collision of objects larger than 10 cm is around 0.1 for 800–900 km
orbits, 0.05 for 900–1,000 km orbits, and 0.025 for 600–700 km orbits.
Following Farinella and Cordelli (1991) we take the estimation of
a total probability of collision of 0.2 (i.e., one fatal collision every
5 years) as the reference, given the number of incidents observed
during the last years (four collisions occurred in the period 1991 to
2009), resulting in the probability of collision is 𝜃 × 𝐷 = 6.6 × 10−5.
Pardini and Anselmo (2014) estimate that the risk of collision in LEO
was multiplied by 4.5 between 1980 and 2010. To calibrate the risk
of collision, we consider the population of pieces of debris larger than
1 cm, as they can cause deadly damage to a satellite.14 Given a total
umber of potentially hazardous pieces of debris of 1,036,500, this
esults in a value for the risk of collision parameter of 𝜃 = 6.37 × 10−11.

umber of pieces of debris per launch (𝜔). This is the primary source of
ebris generation. This parameter includes not only expended rockets
nd other parts discarded in the process of inserting a satellite into the
arget orbit but also debris generated by explosions of launch vehicles.

e only consider debris larger than 1 cm. Debris smaller than 1 cm
re assumed not to cause fatal damage in the case of collision. Assum-
ng that 75% of debris is generated by launches (and the remaining
5% by other events, mainly anti-satellite military tests), this implies
hat launch systems are responsible for a total of 702,000 pieces of
ebris from 5990 launches during a period of 70 years. Dividing both
igures, it results that 𝜔 = 117.2. However, this figure underestimates
he number of pieces of debris generated by one launch, as due to
tmospheric drag, a significant number of pieces of debris already
roduced have decayed. Farinella and Cordelli (1991) estimated this
arameter assuming an average of two unintentional explosions per
ear, each creating a few thousand fragments of mass greater than 1
ram, producing 70 new pieces of debris larger than 10 cm, resulting
n a total number of new pieces of debris of 2059 larger than 1 cm.15

ohnson et al. (2001) use the NASA Breakup model EVOLVE 4.0 to
stimate a number of new fragments from an explosion of 238 larger
han 10 cm, and 9,509 fragments larger than 1 cm. Lewis et al. (2009)
stimated that the number of fragments larger than 10 cm generated by
n explosion is 50, and that an average of 2.75 intact objects are added
o the environment per launch. Therefore, we assume that around 150
ieces of debris larger than 1 cm generated by each launch.

13 Farinella and Cordelli (1991) estimate the number of collisions per unit
cross section per year as the average collision velocity (10 km/s) divided by
the volume of the circumterrestrial shell (1800 km×6 × 108 km2)

14 Krag et al. (2017) studied the loss of power of Sentinel-1 A in August
2016 resulting from the collision with a small piece of debris of around 1 cm.

15 Only 3.54% of estimated pieces of debris are larger than 10 cm. The other
96.36% are between 1 cm and 10 cm. If an explosion produces 70 pieces of
debris larger than 10 cm, the total number of pieces of debris larger than 1

cm is estimated to be 70/0.034=2059.
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Fig. 1. Satellites, launches and satellites destroyed in steady state by collision as a function of debris.
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Number of pieces of debris per collision (𝛾). New debris generated by
collision varies greatly depending on the mass of the colliding objects.
The most relevant episode was the collision on February 10, 2009, of
a defunct Russian satellite (Kosmos 2251) and a US communication
satellite (Iridium 33), producing an estimated total of around 2000
cataloged pieces of debris (around 3.6% of the total debris being larger
than 1 cm). By contrast, the number of new pieces of debris from the
collision of Sentinel-1 A is five (Joint Space Operations Center, JSpOC).
Farinella and Cordelli (1991) estimated this figure from the typical
mass distribution of fragments generated by hypervelocity impacts,
resulting in about 10,000 fragments with a mass exceeding a few grams
in the case that the largest fragment is about 10 kilograms in mass.
Lewis et al. (2009) found that the number of pieces of debris per
catastrophic collision is 625 (collision with debris larger than 10 cm)
and 25 for a damaging collision (collision with debris between 1 and
10 cm). Given that the probability of collision is calibrated for debris
larger than 1 cm, and that the estimated number of pieces of debris
between 1 cm and 10 cm is 1,000,000 to an estimated number of pieces
of debris larger than 10 cm of 36,500, using the amount of debris per
collision estimated by Lewis et al. (2009), this implies that the number
of pieces of debris larger than 1 cm resulting from a catastrophic
collision is 17,748, and 710 in the case of a non-catastrophic collision.
The NASA Standard Breakup model calculates the number of fragments
created from the collision between two objects depending on the size
and the mass, based on laboratory hypervelocity impact experiments.
Johnson et al. (2001) show that results are similar from both models
for a mass of the two objects of 1260 kg for a catastrophic collision.
This mass is not so different from the average mass of a medium
satellite (BryceTech, 2020). Assuming that the probability of collision
is independent of the size of the debris, the final estimation is 1309
pieces of debris per collision. This figure is not so different from
the number of pieces of debris resulting from accidental explosions
estimated previously.

Derelict satellites abandoned in orbit (𝜒). Defunct satellites abandoned
in orbit are another source of orbital debris. This occurs when satellites
run out of fuel and cannot be moved to graveyard orbits. This was
quite a common occurrence during the first stages of space conquest.
Abandoned satellites pose considerable risk, given their mass. Indeed,
one of the most harmful incident was the collision of Kosmos 2251
with Iridium 33 in February 2009. However, the number of abandoned
8

o

satellites is small relative to that of other forms of debris. Additionally,
new international standards for spacefaring countries and firms con-
sider the necessity of including reserve fuel for de-orbiting maneuvers.
Therefore, it is expected that the number of derelict satellites that are
abandoned in orbit will tend to zero over time. Hence, we assume that
this parameter is zero to simplify the simulations.

Fragments from debris collision (𝜐). Another source of debris generation
s collision between pieces of debris. However, it is difficult to detect
hese collisions, except in the case of big objects such as defunct
atellites or discarded rockets. Given that the number of large pieces
f debris is low enough, and that in case of collision of small piece of
ebris additional fragments would be even smaller, we just assume that
he number of fragments from debris collision is zero (no additional
ebris is produced) to simplify the model simulation. This source of new
ebris should be important in the case of the Kessler syndrome if the
mount of debris reaches a threshold value with collisions in cascade.

For the economic parameters, we use standard values from the
iterature. The interest rate is fixed to 4% per year (𝑟 = 0.04), whereas
he productivity parameter is normalized to one, 𝐴 = 1. The number
f satellites per launch is also normalized to one, 𝜂 = 1, as we
nterpret the number of launches as being equivalent to the number of
ew satellites inserted into orbit. The technological parameter for the
atellite services production function, 𝛼, is fixed to 0.85. Finally, we
alibrate the launch cost internally, to match the observed values for
he number of satellites using expression (17), resulting in 𝑐 = 1.2842,
or a quantity of satellites of 5600 and an amount of debris of 1,036,500
ieces.

. Results: Quantitative simulations

Given the benchmark calibration of the model, we can obtain the
mplicit exact relationship between debris, launches and destroyed
atellites, as given by expressions (18) and (21). Fig. 1 plots the esti-
ated relationship between satellites, launches, and destroyed satellites

or an exogenous range of debris (from zero to 10×108 pieces of debris
arger than 1 cm). The calibrated model produces a negative relation-
hip between debris and launches, whereas the relationship of debris
ith destroyed satellites is non-monotonic, positive for a low level of
ebris and negative for a higher level of debris. As the debris increases,
he optimal number of satellites declines. Simultaneously, the number

f destroyed satellites increases initially. However, destroyed satellites
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Fig. 2. Maximum number of satellites sensitivity analysis (debris decay rate, number of debris per launch, debris generated per collision and debris generated per launch). Circle
represents benchmark calibration.
are not fully replaced because of the larger amount of debris, leading to
a reduction in the number of launches. Second, given the lower number
of launches and satellites, the number of destroyed satellites reaches a
maximum and a further increase in the amount of debris, reduces the
number of satellites destroyed by collisions.

Next, we use the calibrated model to calculate threshold values for
the quantity of satellites and debris given the present human activity
in outer space. First, we calculate the steady state maximum quantity
of satellites in orbit before the Kessler syndrome arises, given by
expression (28). This results in a maximum number of 72,090 satellites.
This figure is well above the current number of operational satellites of
5600, but it is expected that the numbers will increase faster in the next
years, mainly due to satellite constellations. Adilov et al. (2018) defined
the physical Kessler condition in terms of the amount of debris, as the
amount for which the probability of collision is one, i.e., 𝐷𝐾𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑒𝑟 =
1∕𝜃. Given the calibration of the parameter 𝜃, the threshold amount
of debris (larger than 1 cm) would be 1.57 × 1010 (compared with
the current estimated value of 1,036,500 pieces of debris). However,
the model produces an optimal quantity of satellites below one for
an amount of debris of around 7.69 × 109 (two times lower than the
physical threshold), confirming Adilov et al. (2018) result indicating
that the economic Kessler syndrome will occur before the physical
Kessler syndrome. The steady state maximum number of satellites is
a combination of five parameters: the debris decay rate, the number of
pieces of debris per launch, the number of pieces of debris per collision,
the number of satellites per launch, and the parameter representing the
risk of collision. It is worth noting that a number of relevant factors,
such as Space Situational Awareness and improving collision avoidance
capabilities, are not considered in our simulations and would have a
significant impact in the determination of the maximum number of
satellites.

We perform a sensitivity analysis for a range of values for the first
four parameters to investigate how the estimated steady state maximum
number of satellites in orbit changes with respect to the benchmark
calibration (represented by a circle). The main results are plotted in
Fig. 2. The maximum number of satellites increases as the debris decay
rate rises. For a range of the debris decay rate between 0.002 and 0.1,
the range of satellites varies from 21,520 to 107,600. These figures
demonstrate that the implementation of active debris removal policies
could be a useful instrument to enhance the number of satellites that
9

can be operated in the Earth’s orbit. We repeat the same calculus for a
range of values for the number of pieces of debris per launch from zero
(representing a debris-free launch system) to 500. Although launches
are the primary source of debris generation, the range for the maximum
number of satellites changes slightly. For a value of 500 pieces of debris
per launch, the maximum number of satellites is 58,143, whereas for a
scenario with no debris per launch, the maximum number of satellites
is 80,352, a figure that is only slightly above the maximum number
of satellites in the baseline scenario. A larger impact on the maximum
number of satellites is observed when the number of pieces of debris
per collision parameter is altered. We calculate the maximum number
of satellites for a range of 500 to 2000 pieces of debris per collision,
resulting in a range of 48,921 to 161,820 satellites. Finally, we study
the sensibility of the maximum number of satellites for a range from 1
to 30 satellites per launch. The maximum number of satellites increases
up to 80,046, with little gains for further increases in the number of
satellites per launch. In sum, this sensitivity analysis shows that the
maximum capacity of the Earth’s orbit, in aggregate, is well below
100,000 satellites for a plausible range of values of the parameters,
a figure higher than the number of satellites at present, but not large
enough given future projections about the number of satellites expected
to be launched, especially big satellite constellations. However, given
the differences among orbit regimes and satellites, this figure should be
considered as a first approximation to the economic capacity of space
in terms of the number of a representative satellite.

Using the calibrated model, some simulations of interest can be
carried out. First, we are interesting in simulating the model for an
exogenous path of launches to determine how the increasing activity
by inserting more satellites into orbit affects the dynamics of debris and
the risk of collision. Second, we compute the steady state quantity of
satellites under four alternative scenarios. Third, we simulate the model
for a decreasing exogenous path of launching costs. Finally, we study
the implications of increasing the number of satellites per launch.

4.1. Exogenous path of launches

First, we simulate the model for an exogenous path of launches to
describe the physical properties of the model. In this scenario, there is
no economic decision about the optimal number of launches; hence, we

simply look at the law of motions for the stock of satellites and debris,
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Fig. 3. Satellites, launches, satellites destroyed and debris given an exogenous launch path.
iven an exogenous path of launches. The initial conditions represent
pace activity at present, where 𝑆0 = 5600, 𝐷0 = 1, 036, 500, 𝑋0 = 0.2,
0 = 100, and an average number of satellites per launch of five. It is
ssumed that the number of launches (or more specifically the number
f launched satellites) increases at a rate of 5% per year.

Fig. 3 plots the dynamics of satellites, debris and satellite destruc-
ion depending on the exogenous path of launches. The results are
imilar to those obtained by Farinella and Cordelli (1991) using a two
irst-order differential equations model for satellites and debris. We find
hat the number of satellites increases initially, reaching a maximum,
nd then it starts to decline. This is a consequence of the increasing
mount of debris, which grows exponentially, increasing the number
f satellites destroyed by collision. Indeed, the number of satellites
estroyed by collisions grows faster than the number of launches up to
point at which the number of satellites destroyed reaches the number
f launches, where the model collapses.

The right-side plot illustrates how the different sources of new
ebris changes over time. As in the case of Farinella and Cordelli
1991), the main source of debris generation changes from primary
ebris from launches, to the secondary debris generation source from
ollisions. This result is obtained even if we assume no additional debris
esulting from collisions between debris, consistent with the scenario
dvanced by Kessler and Cour-Palais (1978).

.2. Steady state analysis

Next, we calculate steady state equilibrium values for the variables
f the model for the two scenarios: no-debris, representing the initial
tages of space exploration, and debris, representing the current situ-
tion. Of course, the steady state only exists by excluding a ‘‘Kessler
yndrome’’ scenario of cascade collisions as this would imply that debris
s always increasing, and therefore, a steady state only exists if 𝜃𝐷 < 1.
able 3 shows the steady state values for the key variables of the
odel in each scenario. Notice that in steady state, and assuming that

xogenous shocks are zero (no change in the launch cost and satellite
epreciation rate), the number of satellites is a constant, depending on
he probability of collision. As expected, the equilibrium relationship
etween satellites and debris is negative, resulting in a lower quantity
f satellites in the debris scenario than in the no-debris scenario.
ndeed, the steady state quantity of satellites is 4.49% lower in the
10
Table 2
Calibration of the parameters of the model.

Parameter Definition Value

Physical 𝛿𝑠 Satellite depreciation rate 0.1733
𝛿𝑑 Debris decay rate 0.0067
𝜃 Risk of collision 6.37×10−11
𝜔 Number of pieces of debris per launch 150
𝛾 Number of pieces of debris per collision 1,309
𝜒 Fraction of derelict satellites 0.00
𝜐 Fragments from debris collision 0.00

Economic 𝑐 Launch cost 1.2842
𝐴 Productivity parameter 1.00
𝜂 Satellites per launch 1.00
𝛼 Elasticity of satellite services 0.85
𝑟 Interest rate 0.04

Table 3
Steady state values.

Variable No-debris Debris % change

Satellites 5612 5358 −4.49
Launches 972 936 −3.70
Debris – 2.25×107 –
Destroyed satellites – 7.97 –
Satellite services 1537 1478 −3.84

debris scenario than in an environment with no orbital debris. This is
a considerable difference, as the risk of collision is low (the resulting
probability of collision is 0.0014) for the estimated steady state value
for debris of 2.25×107, an amount that is 21 times higher than the
present estimated amount of debris. Notwithstanding the low risk of
collision, the estimated number of destroyed satellites is an average of
7.97.

The cost of the externality is calculated as forgone satellite ser-
vices. Given the particular characteristic of this negative externality,
debris leads to an underinvestment state, reducing the number of
launches with respect to the non-debris environment. Debris increases
the probability of destruction of capital assets in orbit, which reduces
production and investment (new satellites launched). Compared with
an environment with no debris, the social cost of debris is about 3.84%
of the market, which represent a significant fraction, in spite of the low
risk of collision at present. Weinzierl (2018) showed that commercial
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Fig. 4. Steady state values as a function of the launch cost.
activities in space generate around $300 billion in annual revenues.
Thus, the social cost of debris is estimated at around $11.5 billions
annually.

4.3. Launch cost reduction

An important variable driving commercial activity in outer space is
the launch cost. Indeed, the enormous cost of first-generations launch
systems was a formidable economic barrier to the earlier exploration
of outer space, an activity limited to countries with large economic
and technological resources. However, as in other industries, the costs
in the space industry have been declining over time due to learning
and technological progress. Nowadays, private spacefaring firms are
expanding their business, introducing new technologies and new launch
systems designs to reduce the costs as much as possible. Therefore,
it would be of interest to study how a cost decline will expand the
quantity of satellites, debris, and the probability of collision. In the
benchmark calibration of the model, the launch cost parameter was
calibrated internally to match the observed number of satellites in orbit
of 5600, resulting in a value of 1.2842. For this sensitivity analysis, we
solve the model for the optimal quantity of launches for a range of
values of the launch cost from 0.2 to the calibrated value of 1.2842
(a range for a reduction in costs of approximately 80%). For that, we
solve the system of equations given by (17), (18), (21) and (26) for the
range of 𝑐 = [0.2 ∶ 1.2842].

Fig. 4 plots the steady state values of the key variables as a function
f the launch cost for the debris scenario. As expected, the lower the
aunch cost, the higher the number of satellites and launches. However,
higher number of launches also increases the quantity of debris, and
ence, the number of satellites destroyed. We find that for a low enough
aunch cost, the number of launches is even higher than the stock
f satellites in orbit, given the high number of satellites destroyed in
ollision with debris. This is because 𝐿𝑐 < 0, 𝐿𝑐𝑐 > 0, but 𝑆𝑐 < 0,
𝑆𝑐𝑐 < 0, as a consequence of the increase in the risk of collision as
more launches occurs. This scenario will have dramatic consequences
if the removal and generation of debris do not change. With a launch
cost that is 80% lower than the benchmark calibration for the current
situation, the number of satellites will be around 69,957, a figure close
to the threshold, with a slightly lower number of satellites launched
every period (54,170 per year). The reason is that the amount of
11
debris reaches a value of 9.2×109, resulting in 40,860 satellites being
destroyed each period. The Kessler syndrome appears (even without
taking cascade collisions between pieces of debris into account) when
the launch cost is zero, as all satellites are destroyed in the period
and even a fraction of the newly launched satellites is destroyed. This
simulation clearly illustrates that a further reduction in launch costs
without a mitigation policy for orbital debris would lead to a long-run
unsustainable environment in outer space.

4.4. Multiple-satellite launch systems

Finally, we investigate the implications of multiple-satellite launch
systems. Satellite design and technology changes have progressively re-
duced the size and weight of satellites. Indeed, a new strategy pursued
by spacefaring firms consists of the launching of a constellation of small
satellites in a low orbit. On the other hand, launch systems are more
powerful and are able to insert a heavier payload into higher orbits.
These two factors, miniaturization and launchers capacity, increase
the number of satellites per launch. This reduces the final cost of
launching a satellite, as with the same rocket and launch costs, more
than one satellite can be inserted into orbit at the same time. The
number of satellites per launch is represented by the parameter 𝜂. In
the benchmark calibration of the model we assumed that the number
of satellites per launch was one. However, an increasing number of
launches includes more than one satellite, it having become normal for
a typical launch to include two or three standard satellites. The number
of satellites per launch is substantially higher in the case of micro-
satellites. For example, during 2020, several SpaceX Falcon 9 were
launched with a payload of 60 Starlink satellites. Here, we simulate
the model for a range of values of the parameter 𝜂 from one to 10.

The results from this simulation exercise are plotted in Fig. 5. The
optimal number of satellites increases as the number of satellites per
launch increases, as this is equivalent to a decline in the per satellite
launch cost (for a given value of the parameter 𝑐, representing the total
launch cost). However, the relationship between the optimal number of
satellites and the number of satellites per launch is a convex function,
and, for a higher enough number of satellites per launch the effects of
further increments in the number of satellites per launch is negligible.
Increasing the number of satellites per launch increases not only the

number of satellites in orbit, but also the number of launches. Indeed,
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Fig. 5. Steady state as a function of the number of satellites per launch.
the number of launches shows a similar path to that of satellites.
For an average of 10 satellites per launch, the steady state number
of satellites is 79,314, approaching the threshold value. The number
of launches is of 11,054, with a total of 96,794 satellites destroyed
each period, as the amount of debris reaches a value of 1.9×1010.
This means that all satellites plus a fraction of the new launches are
destroyed each period. The optimal number of satellites in the steady
state reaches a maximum close to the threshold, even if the number
of satellites per launch increases further. A similar maximum, about
10,000 launches (each with 10 satellites) is observed. The explanation
is that the lower launch cost is compensated for by the higher number
of destroyed satellites. Indeed, as both the number of launches and
the number of satellites increases, so does the number of collisions
(satellites destroyed). Finally, given the higher number of launches and
the larger number of collisions, the debris increases steadily.

5. Concluding remarks

This paper presents a dynamic investment model for satellites in
which outer space is a polluted environment presenting a risk of colli-
sion and destruction of satellites. The model considers an unregulated
market in which orbits are a common source and human activity in
outer space produces a negative externality in the form of space de-
bris. Orbital debris is potentially hazardous and can destroy operating
satellites in the case of collision. Debris is generated by launches,
accidental explosions of rockets, anti-satellite military tests, collisions
among debris, and collisions with satellites, among other sources. One
of the particular characteristics of the negative externality of debris
compared to other forms of pollution is that it affects to the stock of
capital assets directly. This leads to an underinvestment situation with
respect to an optimal environment with no debris.

We use the calibrated model to evaluate alternative scenarios. First,
we compare the current scenario with debris with an ideal benchmark
scenario with no debris. As expected, this negative externality reduces
the activity in the market, decreasing the number of satellites, when the
expected loss from a satellite destruction is taken into account by firms.
The larger the quantity of debris, the smaller the optimal quantity of
satellites. The model produces a simple expression for the maximum
quantity of satellites to prevent the Kessler syndrome, depending on a
combination of parameters. Given the baseline calibration of the model,
the estimated aggregate threshold value for the quantity of satellites is
12
about 72,000, a figure that is much larger than the current population
of satellites but not so high as to prevent it from been reached in the
near future given the expected launches of several satellite constella-
tions containing thousands of satellites each. A sensitivity analysis is
carried out, resulting in little variability of that threshold value. The
consequences of launch cost declines and the increase in the number
of satellites per launch are also investigated.

The results show that without debris mitigation both passive and
active policies, outer space will collapse in the near future, with the
destruction of a large number of satellites through collisions with
debris. Even without a further reduction in launch costs, the amount
of debris will increase before stabilizing, reducing the optimal number
of operating satellites with respect to the present observed figure, and
causing the destruction of about three satellites per year. As highlighted
in the analysis done in this paper, the economic Kessler threshold for
the number of satellites is lower than the physical Kessler threshold,
so we would expect that space operators are interesting in the im-
plementation of debris mitigation strategies well before the cascade
effect. Further analyses in this direction are needed as debris mitigation
policies, both active and passive, must be designed and implemented
to expand the maximum limit for the number of satellites, reduces the
number of satellites destroyed by collisions, and mitigate the produc-
tion of new debris. Finally, it is worth noting that our model is an
aggregate approximation of the orbital market. The results presented
here are sensitive to the altitude of the satellites. The lower the altitude,
the fewer the negative consequences of debris, as atmospheric drag is
a drain of orbital pollution. The altitude of new satellites, especially
those in large satellite constellations, will be the key to predicting the
economic implications of human activity in outer space, and hence, a
more disaggregated model distinguishing between LEO and GEO worth
be developed.
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Fig. A.1. Threshold number of satellites as a function of the debris decay rate. The
ircle denotes the baseline value.

ppendix

This appendix extends the analysis done in the paper in two direc-
ions. First, we consider alternative values for the debris decay rate. The
ebris decay rate is a key parameter to calculate the threshold for the
uantity of satellites to prevent the economical Kessler syndrome. The
ecay rate of orbital debris depends on the altitude, where atmospheric
rag is high for low altitude but declines for higher altitude orbits
nd on other factors (mass, area, and solar radio flux). In the baseline
alibration, the natural debris decay rate takes a value of 0.0067.
his is an average value for all Earth’s orbits, and it depends on the
istribution of debris across orbits, with most debris concentrated at
00–900 km.

Fig. A.1 plots the relationship between the maximum number of
atellites and the debris decay rate for a range of values between 0
nd 0.025. For a debris decay rate of zero (all debris remains forever
n orbit), the steady-state maximum number of satellites is zero. In
his case, the amount of debris is always increasing, rendering the
pace unusable in the long-run. As the debris decay rate becomes
ositive, also the steady-state maximum number of satellites becomes
ositive. For a debris decay rate of 0.025, the steady-state maximum
umber of satellites is 𝑆𝐾𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑒𝑟 = 269,000). Therefore, increasing the

debris decay rate allows expanding the usage of the space with more
satellites. This result indicates that changes in the design of satellites
and in launch systems to minimize the creation of debris together with
the implementation of active debris removal policies are important
instruments to prevent the Kessler syndrome while allowing to increase
the number of satellites in orbit.

Second, we extend the law of motion of debris by including the
possibility of debris-to-debris collisions as an additional source of debris
creation. In this case, the debris’ law of motion is given by,

𝐷𝑡+1 = (1 − 𝛿𝑑 )𝐷𝑡 + 𝛾𝑋𝑡 + 𝜔𝐿𝑡 + 𝜐𝐷2
𝑡

where 𝜐 > 0. Given that 𝑋𝑡 = 𝜃𝐷𝑡𝑆𝑡 and that 𝐿𝑡 = (𝛿𝑠 + 𝜃𝐷𝑡)𝑆𝑡∕𝜂, the
above expression can be written as,

𝐷𝑡+1 = (1 − 𝛿𝑑 )𝐷𝑡 + 𝛾𝜃𝐷𝑡𝑆𝑡 +
𝜔(𝛿𝑠 + 𝜃𝐷𝑡)

𝜂
𝑆𝑡 + 𝜐𝐷2

𝑡

In steady state, the above expression we have a second-order equa-
ion for debris as a function of the quantity of satellites,

𝑑𝐷 = 𝛾𝜃𝐷𝑆 +
𝜔𝛿𝑠 𝑆 + 𝜔𝜃𝐷𝑆 + 𝜐𝐷2
13

𝜂 𝜂
Fig. A.2. Threshold number of satellites as a function of new fragments from
debris-to-debris collisions. The circle denotes the baseline value.

Operating, we get,

𝐷
[

𝛿𝑑 −
(

𝛾𝜃 + 𝜔𝜃
𝜂

)

𝑆 − 𝜐𝐷
]

=
𝜔𝛿𝑠
𝜂

𝑆

where the term in brackets in the left side must be positive. From that
condition, we obtain the following threshold value for the maximum
number of satellites now as a function of the stock of debris,

𝑆𝐾𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑒𝑟 =
𝛿𝑑 − 𝜐𝐷

𝛾𝜃 + 𝜔𝜃
𝜂

Fig. A.2 plots the maximum number of satellites for the current
stock of debris (𝐷 = 1, 036, 500) as a function of the number of new
fragments created by debris self collisions, 𝜐. We use a range of values
for the parameter 𝜐 from zero (baseline case) to 10. The threshold
number of satellites is a negative function of the number of new
fragments created by debris-to-debris collisions.
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